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The goal of this study was to observe if tap water can be influenced by tachyon energy and if there exist any differences in quality in
between vitalized and normal tap water. To do so, two water samples have been sent by post to the laboratory.

The „neutral sample“ contained normal tap water, whilst „sample 2“ did contain tap water which has been vitalized by a prototype of a
tachyonized AQUAFLOW© silicon strap. These two water samples have then been crystallized and photographed by means of a special
procedure by the laboratory.

For a better understanding the photographs have been classified in three different zoom levels:

40-fold, 100-fold and 400-fold.

These blow-ups clearly allow an ideal and clear classification of the quality.
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Interpretation tap water – neutral sample

Picture AN1 shows crystal structures that spread regularly. On various spots the show condensed
structures. These condensed spots indicate pollutants decreasing the quality of this tap water. In
the upper picture area dark spots occur. Generally speaking, this region of the water sample is
attributed -in relation to its effects- to the nervous system and to the bioorganic system of our
senses. This fact appears to stress those systems if the consumers drink regularly this type of tap
water. The crystallization around the periphery of the above-mentioned dark spots is quite weak
and therefore indicates a loss of vitality due to the pollutants. As -however- the condensed zones
occur quite sparsely and do not show any cross-like structures, we certainly can assume that this
sample is not contaminated by chemical toxins such as pesticides nor by elevated nitrate values.
It seems that slight environmental pollution is to be detected in this sample. According to the
governmental requirements for tap water quality this sample can be rated as quite positive.

Picture AN2 clearly shows the condensed crystal structures. The crystal free zones on the border
of the sample are explicitly recognizable indicating a weak vitality. In this case we have to
assume that this type of water does not promote the nervous system and the bioorganic system
of our senses as well. Therefore its quality can not be compared with clear, natural and untreated
mountain water which did not flow through plumbing's and which has not be exposed to high
pressure. The fact, that the crystallization in the other regions of the drop appear to occur
relatively regularly, proofs, that this tap water mainly consists of untreated natural water. All
over there are roundish shapes to be found, confirming a natural water quality. Rectangular
crystal structures indicating impurities or harmful electromagnetic radiation are not be found in
this water sample.

neutral sample * AN1 (40x)

neutral sample * AN2 (100x)
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Interpretation tap water – neutral sample

Picture AN3 clearly shows the mentioned roundish crystal structures, having a neutral character.

It is about minerals that have been solved in water. They are present quite abundant but their
structure seems to be quite loose, too. This fact implies that this water sample is rather rich on
minerals having a rather positive effect on the consumers.

Compared to European values this tap water features a relatively good water quality.

The 400-fold magnification doesn’t show any harmful factors.

neutral sample * AN3 (400x)
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Interpretation tap water – with tachyon device

Picture AMT1 shows much finer crystal structures than the untreated samples. They are regularly
dispersed over the whole picture and there are no more condensed dark zones visible. This is a
positive evidence offering an indication that the mentioned pollutants were not neutralized
completely but that they have insofar been energized that organisms can detect them as harmful
pollutants.

It is a fact that due to these circumstances our human organism is able to clearly identify
possible pollutants and –in addition- is capable to eliminate them much easier. The region who
corresponds to the nervous system (located in the margins of the picture) now shows clearly
much more crystals: much finer crystal shapes appear with the result that we can assume as
follows: everybody drinking this type of water will contribute in an harmonizing and stimulating
way to its nervous system. We therefore rate this fact as positive.

Picture AMT2 shows the mentioned finer clusters in a very impressing way. It is very noticeably
that this sample even shows star shaped crystals with a 60 angled structure. This particular
structure represents the natural form of water and indicates a very good quality. Insofar the
quality of the water has been improved, resulting in rating this sample as positive.

Compared to the neutral sample, there are considerably less condensed crystal structures to be
found; signifying that the neutral sample of tap water -already being rich on minerals- has been
vitalized in a way that the clusters now feature a much more energized shape. The tachyon
device created crystals with a 60 structure transforming the rather good quality in even a better,
natural quality.

tachyon sample * AMT1 (40x)

tachyon sample * AMT2 (100x)
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Interpretation tap water – with tachyon device

The rectangular structures don‘t practically show anymore in this sample. Insofar we can
attribute a polarization of the properties after the water has been energized. The pollutants have
so far been transformed that human organism is now able to detect them much easier. So far the
process of detoxication is probably facilitated. Besides a wonderful star shaped crystal with 60
angle structure is visible in this sample. This is the most natural form of water crystals. This
picture clearly shows how the tachyon energy device acted on the water sample and the way this
device improved the quality. As such kind of shapes weren’t found in the neutral sample we have
to assume that a great quality improvement tooked place; changing the quality of water into
natural water. If these star shaped crystals would appear all over the photograph, the quality
could easily be compared with water from a pure natural source.

Résumé

The direct comparison shows a very distinct difference; the tachyon sample clearly shows a
distinct vitalization. There has been a polarization improving the positive properties enabling
human organisms to detect possible negative aspects of the water. Overall we observed a distinct
quality improvement.

tachyon sample * AMT3 (400x)
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tachyon sample * AMT3 (400x)
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